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Dated: 13l07l2016

Dear Principals,

I would like to refer this offrce letter No. F. 14032/Sportsl2Ol6-77/IC/S(BPL)
dated 06/O7 l2016 vide which the schedule of Regional Sports events has been mailed to
you.
I request you to take up the assignment in true spirit, arrange for the needful
facilities, playing kit and travel arrangements to & fro Regional venues. You may
immediately liaise with the venue principals fixed for the Regional Meets and arrange for
the participation of your cldldren as per rules.
The event demands little more of your work, which, of course, would provide you
with a better sense of meaning and identity. I want you to be recognized as outstanding
managers and given meaningful prestige for that expression.

I have been working alongside you for the last two years; and I have experienced
you all ernploy vastly performing abilities, always focusing on goal and performing. You
are ever eager to take up the responsibility of this kind. I know you can achieve anything
you set your mind to, which you have proved on various occasions in the past.
Please acknowledge immediately promising the event shall go in
transparent and the excellent way, with no mismanagement at all at any level.

the

most

Yours sincerely,

The Principal
All Kendriya Vidyalayas
Bhopal Region
Copy to:

01. Dr. (Smt.) B Kaur, Assistant Commissioner,

KVS, RO, Bhopal & the Officer
Incharge (Sports) with the request to ensure that the event goes in the best
possible way. She may set up control room at Regional Office assisted by TGTs
(P&HE) and others of her choice. Also she may visit some local venues and report.
Her role as Offrcer Incharge (Sports) performed at excellence shall be recognized

well.

02. Shri Sunil Shrivastava, Assistant Commissioner,
03.

KVS, RO, Bhopal with the
request to assist, and visit venues of Itarsi and Indore clusters and report.
The Principal lncharge, Regional Venues with the request to prepare, compile and
mail the final lists of names of students selected event-wise, within minutes of the
event's over. They may mail it to Dr. (Smt.) B Kaur, Assistant Commissioner at
acb}eopal@yahoo.com.
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